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magine the doctor saying to

you,“You have four months to

live.”What would you do with your

final days? When my best friend of 20

years,Vin Calia, was diagnosed with

pancreatic cancer in 2001, he spent

his time planning his funeral.

He chose the funeral home,

selected a veterans’ ceme-

tery, and arranged a cele-

bratory meal at his

favorite Italian restau-

rant, with special wines

for his family and

friends.

As Vin sipped

fine and sometimes

not-so-fine wines

during his life, he

had no regrets.

More than any-

thing, he felt

that life is too

short to miss the jour-

ney while traveling to your

destination.Vin believed that all of

life’s experiences—including illness

and death—are willing teachers, if

only you let them be.

I was privileged to learn from his

final journey as well. For the memo-

rial service,Vin asked me to deliver

his eulogy. But he also asked me to

share it with him beforehand.

I knew Vin was both a realistic

sage and an optimistic explorer, but I

wasn’t sure what he expected in a

eulogy.“You know, dignity,” he said.

This one word was paramount to Vin.

In my gut, I knew he wanted to be

honored, honestly and passionately,

for his whole being.

At first, I felt ambivalent. I

wanted to see him blooming, not

dying. How could I read a eulogy to

a living man with whom I had ven-

tured far and for whom I cared so

deeply? Slowly, I came to see Vin’s
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request as his armistice with death

and an affirmation of our friendship.

Finally, I finished my draft of the

eulogy.Vin sat with his head upright,

resting against a pillow on an easy

chair. He was silent, eyes wide open,

fully present. I was unsure that I

could read the eulogy from start to

finish without breaking

down, so I began with

the last two pages. In the

face of Vin’s courage, my

anxiety gave way, and I

began. Part of what I said in

the eulogy is: “Life is special.

The life you have is a gift. Live

it. Live it now.This was Vin’s

message to us all.”

Vin died on February 14,

2002. In thinking over his legacy, I

have identified seven lessons that he

taught me:

• Life’s too short to drink cheap

wine,

• Trust someone,

• Life is magical,

• Ask for what you want,

• Be always beginning,

• Receive and give back, and 

• Enjoy the side trips.

The first one,“Life’s too short to

drink cheap wine,” highlights “cheap”

not as a matter of dollars, but one of

experience.Although Vin was not

wealthy, he chose to be rich in spirit.

He carried a book and read while he

waited for friends and patients—life’s

too short to waste a single moment. He

looked at each sunset as though it

would be his last—life’s too short not to

savor the beauty around us. He chose to

pursue psychology over engineering

(his parents’ wish)—life’s too short to

live someone else’s dream.Vin put aside

resentment—life’s too short to sabotage

relationships. He chose remarriage over

brooding and blaming—life’s too short

for loneliness.
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In a questionnaire, I asked some

friends and colleagues to fill in the

blank,“Life’s too short to . . . .” One

wrote:

“Life’s to short to live on fast-

forward and miss the sweet adagio of

the rocks and rivers.”

You may want to fill in this per-

sonal bottom line for yourself: Life’s

too short to . . . .

For years I didn’t completely

understand how special my relation-

ship with Vin was.We were both liv-

ing it forward. Looking backward, I

now know how much we loved and

learned from each other.Vin was the

best teacher and the most willing stu-

dent I have known. He encouraged

me to be myself—to search for what I

truly loved in life.Albert Schweitzer

said,“In everyone’s life, at some time,

our inner fire goes out. It is then

burst into flame by an encounter with

another human being.We should all

be thankful for those people who

rekindle the inner spirit.”Vin did that

for me.

So think about what your friend-

ships mean in this moment. Live

them now. Pick up the phone or visit.

Don’t wait until tomorrow. Get

together and make magic. Maybe

you’ll find someone who rekindles

your inner spirit and helps you to

make the most of your time in this

world.
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